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We study self-dual codes over certain finite rings which are quotients of quadratic
imaginary fields or of totally definite quaternion fields over Q. A natural weight
taking two different nonzero values is defined over these rings; using invariant
theory, we give a basis for the space of invariants to which belongs the three
variables weight enumerator of a self-dual code. A general bound for the weight of
such codes is derived. We construct a number of extremal self-dual codes, which are
the codes reaching this bound, and derive some extremal lattices of level l=2, 3, 7
and minimum 4, 6, 8.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Most of the lattices known for their good density share the following
property: they are l-modular for a certain level l equal to 1 or a prime
number. This means, following [Q4], that they are even lattices such that
a similarity of rate - l sends their dual lattice to themselves. This definition
includes the even unimodular lattices, and also famous lattices like the
CoxeterTodd lattice of dimension 12 and level 3 and the Barnes
Wall lattices which are, after rescaling, alternatively 2-modular or uni-
modular.
Such lattices appear naturally in the following situation: let K be either
a number field with complex multiplication, or a quaternion field defined
over a totally real number field with all its infinite places ramified in K. We
denote by x  x the canonical conjugation on K. Let V be a (left) K-vector
space of finite dimension, endowed with a non degenerate hermitian form
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h(x, y). Most often, V=Kn and h(x, y)=ni=1 xi yi , or a multiple of it. Let
OK be a maximal order of K, and let L be an OK -lattice contained in V.
The hermitian dual of L is defined by: Lh*=[x # Vh(x V) # OK].
Then L is a Z-lattice for the scalar product: x } y=TraceKQ(h(x, y )),
where TraceKQ is respectively the trace form of KQ when K is a number
field, and the compositum of the reduced trace of K with the trace form of
its center when K is a quaternion field. We denote it by LZ . Its dual is
given by L*Z=D&1KQLh*, where DK is the different of K. This shows that, if
this ideal is principal, and if L is hermitian unimodular, then the lattice LZ
is modular of level |dK |=NormKQ(DK) (the similarity being the left multi-
plication by a generator of the different).
On the other hand, it is shown in [Q4] that one gets a l-modular lattices
of smallest dimension by taking (OK , TraceKQ(xy )), where K is either the
quadratic imaginary field of discriminant l if l#3 mod 4, or the quaternion
field over Q ramified at l and  if l=2 or l#1 mod 4. It is then natural
to focus on lattices which are unimodular over these structures. Previous
work was already done in this direction in [B, Q1, Q2, Q3, F, BQS]; in
these papers the main tools used to construct or classify such lattices are
mass formula and Kneser neighbouring.
Some previous constructions make use of codes, like in [Q3, B]; we
want here to generalize these constructions by defining codes over finite
involution algebras which are quotients of these maximal orders. Then self-
dual codes give by ‘‘construction A’’ (i.e. by taking their preimage in OnK )
hermitian unimodular lattices. A suitable weight over these finite rings per-
mits to measure the minimum of the corresponding lattices. In Section 3,
we set MacWilliams identities for these codes and derive with the help of
invariant theory Gleason-type theorems for the corresponding weight
enumerator polynomial. Here the results are very similar to those con-
cerning self-dual codes over Z4 (see [CS3]). This leads to a bound for the
minimal weight and to the notion of extremal codes, which are the codes
meating this bound.
In Section 4, we construct extremal codes in some special cases, which
give rise to some extremal modular lattices of level 2, 3, and 7 of minimum
4, 6, 8, some of which were not yet known.
2. CODES OVER OKpOK ; DEFINITIONS
We take the following notations for the rest of the paper: K is either an
imaginary quadratic field, or a quaternion field of center Q ramified at .
We denote by x  x the canonical involution on K. We fix a maximal order
OK of K (it is not unique if K is a quaternion field; see [V]).
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Let p be a prime number. We want to define codes over the finite ring
OK pOK , which is a Fp-algebra endowed with an involution x  x deduced
from the one on K. We first look at its structure.
Proposition 2.1. The Fp-algebra with involution OKpOK is isomorphic
to the following algebra A:
(1) K is a quaternion field and p is split in K. Then
A=M2(Fp) \x=\ac
b
d + , x =\
d
&c
&b
a + .
(2) K is a quaternion field and p is ramified in K. Then
A=Fp2+uFp 2 with u2=0 and au=ua p for all a # Fp 2
\x=a+ub, x =ap&ub.
(3) K is an imaginary quadratic field and p is split in K. Then
A=Fp_Fp \x=(a, b) x =(b, a).
(4) K is an imaginary quadratic field and p is ramified in K. Then
A=Fp+uFp with u2=0 and au=ua for all a # Fp
\x=a+ub, x =a&ub.
(5) K is an imaginary quadratic field and p is inert in K. Then
A=Fp2, x =x p.
Proof. It is obvious once K is completed at p. See [V] for the quater-
nionic case. K
The case (5) is covered by the classical coding theory. We assume in the
rest of the paper that A is one of the algebras defined in the previous
proposition, and we will refer to it by its number. The cases (2) and (4) will
most often be treated together, by setting A=Fq+uFq with q=p, p2 ; it is
the ramified case, while the cases (1) and (3) are the so-called split cases.
A code C of length n over A is then a left submodule of An. Orthog-
onality is defined with respect to the form ni=1 xiyi . The code C is said to
be self-dual if C=C=.
Two codes are said to be equivalent if a monomial transformation sends
one of them on the other. Such a transformation is a permutation matrix
where the ones can be replaced by invertible elements of A, acting on An
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from the right. We summarize in the following the group A* of invertible
elements of A:
Lemma 2.2. (1) A=M2(Fp); A*=Gl2(Fp)
(2) A=Fp 2+uFp2 ; A*=[x=a+bu | a{0]
(3) A=Fp_Fp ; A*=[(a, b) | a{0, b{0]
(4) A=Fp+uFp ; A*=[x=a+bu | a{0]
(5) A=Fp 2 ; A*=F*p2
Examples 2.3. Let A be one of the algebras (1)(4). The following
construction is the translation in terms of codes of the lattices U defined
in [M1; [M2, Chap. VIII]. Let I be a left ideal of A, distinct from [0]
and A. If A=M2(Fp), there are p+1 such ideals, and the group of units of
A is doubly transitive on them. If A=Fq+uFq , there is only one which is
uFq . If A=Fp _Fp there are two of them, namely Fp _[0] and [0]_Fp ,
which are conjugate.
We set C1=I. Then C1 is a self-dual code of length one over A. In case
(1), C1 is unique up to equivalence; in case (3), the two ideals define con-
jugate codes.
If A is (1) or (3), let I$ be a second non trivial ideal, distinct from I. If
A is (2) or (4), let I$=[0]. We set, for n2:
Cn={(x1 , ..., xn) # An } \i{ j, xi #xj mod I and :
n
i=1
xi #0 mod I$= .
Then, with the additional condition n#0 mod p in cases (2) and (4), Cn is
a self-dual code over A. In order to prove this, let us remark that the choice
of (I, I$) has no importance because of the previous remarks on the ideals
of A. Let x=(x1 , ..., xn) and y=( y1 , ..., yn) be two elements of Cn . Then
x } y = ni=1 xiyi = 
n
i=1 (xi&x1)( yi&y1) + (
n
i=1 xi ) y1+x1 (
n
i=1 yi ) &
nx1y1 . The first sum belongs to II , which is reduced to [0]; in cases (2)
and (4), we see that Cn /C =n is equivalent to n#0 mod p. In cases (1)
and (3), we can assume that I=Ae, I$=Ae with e2=e. Then e+e =1 and
ee =0. Writing x1 y1=x1(e+e ) y1 , (ni=1 xi ) y1+x1(
n
i=1 yi )&nx1 y1=
(ni=1 (xi&x1)) e y1+x1 e 
n
i=1 ( yi&y1) which is zero because xi&x1 # Ae
and yi&y1 # e A. In all cases we have proved the inclusion Cn/C =n , which
turns to be an equality because the number of elements of Cn is exactly
- |A| n.
The previous definition and proof have the advantage to be uniform. If
we denote by 1 the code over Fp generated by (1, 1, ..., 1) and by PC its
dual the parity-check code, it is easy to see that in cases (2) and (4),
Cn=1+uPC, and in case (3) Cn=1_PC, with evident notations.
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3. LATTICES AND WEIGHTS
Assume that K and A are as in Proposition 2.1. To a code C of length
n over A we associate the lattice
LC=[(x1 , ..., xn) # OK | x1 } } } xn mod p # C]
with the hermitian form: h(x, y)=1p ni=1 xi yi , and the scalar product:
x } y=TraceKQ (h(x, y )). (Notice that a code over a given ring A can be
lifted to various fields K.)
Now we want to define a weight on A which measures well the minimum
of the lattice LC . We have, for x in OK , x } x=(2p) xx . If x belongs to an
ideal p satisfying pOK /p/OK , then xx is always a multiple of p. So, as
the union of the proper ideals of A is the complementary set of A*, it is
natural to set:
Definition 3.1. Let A be one of the rings defined in (1) } } } (5). The
weight w on A is defined by
w(0)=0
w(x)=1 if x # A*
w(x)=p if x # A"(A* _ [0]).
Remark. It is the Hamming weight in case (5).
We extend it to An in the standard way by setting w(x1 , ..., xn)=
ni=1 w(xi ). The weight of a code C is the minimum of the weights of its
non zero elements. If K is a field with the quotient OK pOK isomorphic to
A, we denote by sK : OK  A the canonical surjection and extend it com-
ponentwise to OnK . We have then, for all x=(x1 , ..., xn) # O
n
K , x } x
(2p) w(sK (x)). This minimization may not be optimal, unless it coincides
with the length function lK which is defined on A by:
\a # A, lK (a)=min[xx | sK (x)=a].
Of course, lK depends on K while w does not. For all a in A, w(a) is a
divisor of lK (a). Before we look at the cases where they coincide, we will
study a weaker condition, trivially verified by lK , which is the following
one:
\x # A, w(x)#x } x mod p (*)
This congruence is true in the classical coding theory cases, i.e., for the
Hamming weight over F2 , F3 with the form xi yi , or over F4 with the
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form  xi yi . It is worth remarking here that, if (*) holds, then a self-
orthogonal code has all its weights divisible by p.
Proposition 3.2. The condition (*) holds for the weight w if and only if
A=M2(F2), Fq+uFq with q=2, 3, 4, F2_F2 , or Fq with q=2, 3, 4.
Proof. Assume A=M2(Fp). Let x be an element of A; then x } x=
xx =det(x). Then, if (*) holds, every invertible matrix should have deter-
minant 1, which implies p=2. Assume that A=Fq+uFq , and let x=a+ub
be an element of A. Then, in the two cases (2) and (4), x } x=xx =aa
where a =a or a p. Then (*) implies that aa #1 mod p for all a # Fq*, and so
q=2, 3, 4. Finally, if A=Fq_Fq and x=(a, b) then x } x=(ab, ab) and we
need p=2.
Conversely, (*) holds in those cases. K
Examples 3.3. Computation of the weight of the codes Cn : the code C1
has of course weight 1.
In case A=Fq+uFq , let x # Cn . We set x=(x1 , ..., xn) with xi=a+ubi ,
ni=1 bi=0. If a{0, w(x)=n, and if a=0, w(x)= p } wt(a)2p where
wt is the Hamming weight. Hence w(Cn)=min(2p, n). In the case A=
Fp _Fp , xi=(a, bi ) with ni=1 bi=0; if a=0, w(x)=p.wt(b) and if a{0,
w(x)=wt(b)+ p(n&wt(b). Hence w(Cn)=min(2p, n) if n#0 mod 2 and
w(Cn)=min(2p, n+p&1) if n#1 mod 2. In the case A=M2(Fp), we take
e=( 10
0
0) so that xi=(
a
c
b i
d i ) with 
n
i=1 bi=
n
i=1 di=0. The det function
x [ (det(xi )) i=(adi&cbi ) i sends Cn to the parity-check code over Fp .
If a=c=0, w(x)2p, and if a or c is non zero, w(x)=wt(det(x))+
p(n&wt(det(x))). Again we find the same result as for the previous case.
The following proposition tells us when lK and w coincide. These are the
interesting cases for the construction of lattices.
Proposition 3.4. We have w=lK if and only if :
(1) K=Q3,  , p=2, A=M2(F2)
(2) K=Q2,  , p=2, A=F4+uF4
(3) K=Q(- &7), p=2, A=F2_F2
(4) K=Q(i), i 2=&1, p=2, A=F2+uF2
(5) K=Q(|), |2+|+1=0, p=2, A=F4 , or p=3, A=F3+uF3
Proof. A necessary condition for w to be equal to lK is that the image
of O*K under sK is all of A*. Of course, we are in one of the cases of the
previous proposition. We make use of the following well-known result: if K
is a quadratic imaginary field, then O*K*=[\1], unless K=Q(i), for
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which O*K=[\1, \i] is cyclic of order 4, or K=Q(|), for which
O*K=[\1, \|, \|2] is cyclic of order 6; if K is a quaternion field over
Q ramified at , then O*K is cyclic of order 2, 4, 6, except in two cases:
K=Q2,  the quaternion field ramified at 2 and , defined by i 2=&1,
j 2=&1, ij=& ji; the maximal order is unique up to conjugation and equal
to the so-called Hurwitz order Z[1, i, j, (1+i+j+k)2]. Its units are
[\1, \i, \ j, \k, (\1\i\ j\k)2], a group of order 24 isomorphic to
A 4 (the nontrivial central extension of the alternating group A4 by [\1]).
The other case is K=Q3,  the quaternion field ramified at 3 and ,
defined by i 2=&1, j 2=&3; the maximal order is unique up to conjuga-
tion and equals Z[1, i, |=(&1+ j)2, i|]. Its units are [\1, \|, \|2,
\i, \i|, \i|2] and form a quaternionic group of order 12. (The proof
goes through the classification of the finite subgroups of the real Hurwitz
quaternions. See [M, Appendix 2] or [V]).
Case (3) reduces to K=Q(- &7) because it is the only quadratic
imaginary field in which 2 is split and the ideals above 2 are principal.
It is now easy to see that the condition sK (O*K)=A* leaves the only
possibilities listed in the proposition, and that in those cases we do have
lK=w. K
Remark 3.5. Of course, most often we have lK {w. For example, if
K=Q3,  , the function lK over OK 3OK takes five different non zero
values. Another example is in [Q3] with A=F9_F9 .
The lattice LC has the following properties:
Proposition 3.6. The lattice (LC , h(x, y )) is hermitian unimodular if
and only if C=C=. Under this condition, the Z-lattice LZ=(LC , x } y ) is
even, of determinant |dK |n[KQ]2, where |dK | is the discriminant of the
field K. Moreover, if the different of K is principal and LC is unimodular,
then LZ is a |dK |-modular lattice. The minimum of LZ is bounded by
min(LZ)min \2p, 2p w(C )+
with equality if we are in one of the cases of Proposition 3.4.
Proof. It is immediate with the following properties: (LC)h*=LC=
and L*Z=D&1KQLh* (see [B]). If x # LC , x } x=TraceKQ(h(x, x))=
2h(x, x) # 2Z since h(x, x) # OK , and LC is even. If the different is principal
generated by :, let f (x)=:x. Then L=DKQ LZ= f (LZ) and f (x) } f ( y )=
TraceKQ(h(:x, :y))=TraceKQ (:: h(x, y))=|dK | x } y since :: =|dK |;
hence a hermitian unimodular lattice is |dK |-modular.
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Let x be an element of LC . If x belongs to pOnK , then x } x
min( pOnK )=2p. If x doesn’t belong to pO
n
K , then sK (x){0 and x } x
(2p) w(C ). Since in the cases of Proposition 3.4 we have w=lK , the pre-
vious inequality is an equality. K
Remark 3.7. In the cases of Proposition 3.4, the maximal order (which
is unique up to conjugation) is principal. The lattice LC 1 &
(OK , TraceKQ(xy )) is isometric repectively to: (1) A2=A2 , (2) D4 , (3) the
lattice with Gram matrix ( 21
1
4), (4) A1=A1 , (5) A2 with the standard nota-
tions for the root lattices.
Remark 3.8. If K=Q(- &d ) where d has no square factor and
&d#2, 3 mod 4, then dK=&4d and LC- 2 is still an integral lattice. It
is d-modular but not necessarily even. It is the case if K=Q(i), where we
get unimodular lattices. The study of the codes over the corresponding
algebra F2+uF2 reduces trivially to binary codes by the following transfor-
mation: , : F2+uF2  F2_F2 defined by ,(x+ yu)=(x+ y, y ) which
preserves the weight.
4. MACWILLIAMS IDENTITIES AND INVARIANT THEORY
In this section, we study the weight enumerator polynomials related to
the codes over the algebras defined in Proposition 2.1. More generally, if
A=[w0=0, w1 , ..., wd&1] is a ring with an involution x  x satisfying
xy=y x , the complete weight enumerator of a code C of length n over A
is defined by ([MWS]):
W cC (z0 , z1 , ..., zd&1)= :
u # C
zs o (u)o z
s1 (u)
1 } } } z
s d&1(u)
d&1 ,
where, for all i, 0id&1, si (u) is the number of coordinates of u equal
to wi .
The MacWilliams identity is then:
Theorem 4.1. Let /: (A, +)  (C*, _) be a character of the additive
group of A whose restriction to any nonzero left ideal of A is nontrivial. Then
W cC= (z0 , z1 , ..., zd&1)=
1
Card(C )
W cC(M(z0 , z1 , ..., zd&1)),
where
M=(/(wi wj ))0id&1, 0 j d&1 .
(The matrix M operates on the d-tuples in the usual way ).
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Proof. It is a consequence of [D, Chap. 6]. It also can be proved
directly as in the classical case ([MWS, Chap. 5]) using the Poisson sum-
mation formula.
Let us go back to the cases we are interested in. For most of them, the
size of A is too large to allow us to handle the complete weight
enumerator; in view of the weight defined in 3.1, it is natural to specialize
it to the three variable polynomial,
WC(X, Y, Z)= :
u # C
Xt 0(u)Yt1(u)Zt2 (u),
where t0(u) is the number of coordinates of u equal to zero, t1(u) is the
number of invertible coordinates of u, and t2(u) is the number of nonzero,
noninvertible coordinates of u. Moreover, in the cases of Proposition 3.4,
the theta series of the lattice LC expresses through WC :
Proposition 4.2. Let C be a code of length n over A. In the cases of
Proposition 3.4, we have
%LC=WC(%0 , %1 , %2)
where
%0= :
x # pO K
qxx p
%1= :
x # 1+pOK
qxx p
%2= :
x # :+pOK
qxx p, where : # OK , and :: =p.
Proof. The theta series of a lattice L is defined by %L=x # L qx } x2
where q=e2i?z. Since w=lK , for each u # A we can choose v # OK such that
sK (v)=u and vv =w(u). Hence we have
%L C= :
x # L C
qx } x2= :
u # C
:
x, sK (x)=u
qh(x, x)
= :
u # C
:
x # v+pO K
q1p  x i x i
= :
u # C
‘
n
i=1 \ :x # v i+ pOK q
x i xi p+ .
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In the cases of Proposition 3.4, it is easy to see that the sum
x # v i+pO K q
x i x i p only depends on w(ui) (see Example 2.3). With the nota-
tions of the proposition,
%L C= :
u # C
%t0 (u)0 %
t 1 (u)
1 %
t2 (u)
2 =WC(%0 , %1 , %2). K
We forget about the case (5) which leads to the usual MacWilliams iden-
tity in two variables over a finite field ([MWS]). Then we get:
Theorem 4.2. Let A be one of the algebras defined in Proposition 2.1.
Let C be a code of length n over A. Then
WC = (X, Y, Z)=
1
Card(C )
WC(M(X, Y, Z))
with
(1) If A=Fq+uFq
1 q(q&1) q&1
M=\1 0 &1 + .1 &q q&1
(2) If A=M2(Fp),
1 ( p2&1)( p2&p) ( p2&1)( p+1)
M=\1 p &( p+1) + .1 &p( p&1) p( p&1)&1
(3) If A=Fp_Fp
1 ( p&1)2 2( p&1)
M=\1 1 &2 + .1 &( p&1) p&2
Examples 4.3. The weight enumerator polynomial of the codes Cn .
The code C1=I does not contain any invertible element, so
WC1 (X, Y, Z)=X+(- |A|&1) Z.
We recall that the Hamming weight enumerators of 1 and PC over Fq
are W1(x, y )=xn+(q&1) yn and WPC(x, y)=(1q) W1(x+(q&1) y,
x& y)=(1q)((x+(q&1) y)n+(q&1)(x& y)n).
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Let A=Fq+uFq . We have Cn=1+uPC. The words x=a+ub with
a{0 give a Y n in the enumerator polynomial and those with a=0 give
WPC(X, Z). We get
WC n=(q&1) q
n&1Y n+
1
q
((X+(q&1)Z)n+(q&1)(X&Z)n).
Let A=Fp_Fp . Following [MWS], let JA, B(a, b, c, d ) denote the joint
weight enumerator of two codes A, B. Then, because Cn=1_PC,
WC n (X, Y, Z)=J1 , PC(X, Z, Z, Y )
=
1
p
((X+( p&1)Z)n+( p&1)(Z+( p&1)Y)n)
+
p&1
p
((X&Z)n+( p&1)(Z&Y)n).
Let A=M2(Fp). Let x=(x1 , ..., xn) be an element of Cn with xi=( ac
b i
d i ),
 bi= di=0. If a=c=0, then the coordinates of x are never invertible,
and the contribution is JPC, PC(X, Z, Z, Z). If a or c is nonzero, all
the coordinates are nonzero. We fix such a couple (a, b). If we set
det: Cn  Fnp , defined by det(x)=(adi&bci )1in , then the kernel of det is
of dimension n&1 and the image is the code PC. The contribution of x is
Ywt(det(x))Zn&wt(det(x)). We get when (a, b) varies ( p2&1) pn&1WPC(Z, Y ).
Finally,
WCn (X, Y, Z)=
1
p2
(X+( p2&1)Z)n+
p2&1
p2
(X&Z)n
+( p2&1) pn&2((Z+( p&1)Y )n+( p&1)(Z&Y)n).
We now assume that condition (*) holds for the algebra A. Let C be a
self-dual code of length n. Then the weight of any element of C is a multiple
of p; it is also congruent modulo p to t1(u), which proves that the weight
enumerator polynomial WC is invariant under the matrix
1 0 0
P=\0 ‘p 0+ ,0 0 1
where ‘p is a root of unity of order p. One can compute the group G
generated by (1- |A| )M and P and its Molien series, which leads to the
structure of the corresponding algebra of invariants IG (for more about
invariant theory, see [MWS, S]). It turns out that it is always a polyno-
mial ring.
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The results are summarized in the following proposition.
Theorem 4.4. Assume A is one of the algebras given in Proposition 3.2,
but not a field. The weight enumerator polynomial WC of a self-dual code C
of length n is invariant under the group G generated by M and P, which has
the following structure and Molien series 8G (*):
(1) If A=F2_F2 or if A=M2(F2), G is a dihedral group of order 6;
its Molien series is 8G (*)=1(1&*)(1&*2)(1&*3). The algebra of
invariants is the polynomial ring generated by WC1 , WC2 , WC 3 , or equiv-
alently by
if A=F2_F2 ,
P1=X+Z
P2=2XZ&(Y 2+Z2)
P3=Z(X 2&Y 2)
if A=M2(F2),
P1=X+3Z
P2=XZ&Y 2
P3=Z((X+Z)2&4Y 2).
(2) If A=Fq+uFq , G is respectively a dihedral group of order 6 if
q=2, a group of order 18 isomorphic to (Z3Z_Z3Z) < Z2Z if q=3,
a dihedral group of order 8 if q=4; in all cases, the Molien series is
8G (*)=1(1&*)(1&* p)(1&*2p). The algebra of invariants is the polyno-
mial ring generated by WC 1 , WC p , WC 2p , or equivalently by
if q=2,
Q1=X+Z
Q2=XZ&Y2
Q4=Y2(X&Z)2
if q=3,
R1=X+2Z
R3=3Y 3&Z(X2+XZ+Z 2)
R6=Y3(X&Z)3
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if q=4,
S1=X+3Z
S2=2Y2&Z(X+Z)
S4=Y2(X&Z)2.
Proof. The Molien series, which is the generating series of the dimen-
sions of the homogeneous components of IG is computed using the formula
([MWS, S])
8G(*)=
1
|G |
:
M # G
1
det(I&*M)
.
The polynomials given in the theorem belong to IG , are algebraically
independent, and have the right degree. Hence they generate it, and IG is
a ring of polynomials.
5. A BOUND FOR THE MINIMUM WEIGHT OF
SELF-DUAL CODES
Theorem 4.4 allows us to introduce the notion of an extremal self-dual
code, as in the case of codes over F2 , F3 , F4 . A self-dual code over A is said
to be extremal if it has the best possible weight, under the constraint that
its weight enumerator polynomial should belong to IG . Let us look at the
first case, A=F2_F2 . The others work the same way. If C is a self-dual
code of length n over A, then
WC= :
2a+3bn
*a, bPn&2a&3b1 P
a
2 P
b
3 .
If we set y$=Y2X and z=ZX, and develop this expression, we get
:
2a+3bn
*a, b(1+z)n&2a&3b (2z& y$&z2)a (z(1& y))b= :
:, ;0
#:, ; y$:z;.
The code contains words of weight 2d if and only if one of the #:, ; with
:+;=d is non zero. Each #:, ; is a linear combination of the *a, b with
a+b:+; and b;. Moreover, if a+b=:+;=d, then the terms of
weight d come from a+b=d, b; *a, b(2z& y$)a zb, and the coefficient of
*d&;, ; is (&1)d&;.
Hence the linear system given by the equations #0, 0=1, #:, ;=0 for all
1:+;d is triangular in the unknowns *a, b arranged in the
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lexicographic order of (a+b, b) as long as a+bd O 2a+3bn. We can
go up to d=[n3].
An extremal code is a code which enumerator polynomial is a solution
of this system. Its weight is at least 2([n3]+1); but its weight enumerator
is not uniquely determined in general. In order to prove that the weight of
an extremal code is exactly equal to 2([n3]+1), we could go further
and add the set of equations #:, ;=0 for all :+;=[n3]+1, ;
n&2[n3]&2. Now the solution is unique and we would have to prove
that one of its #:, ; with :+;=[n3]+1 is non zero. But the classical
expression of such a coefficient using the Lagrange formula involves here
series expansions with two variables; such formulas exist in several
variables but are not so nice unless the new variables expansion are
diagonal, which is not the case here. In order to avoid such heavy com-
putations, we prefer to go through the theta series of the related lattice LC ,
which will allow us to stay in the one-variable case. We closely follow the
proof of [MOS2].
Theorem 5.1. Let C be a self-dual code of length n over A. Then
(1) If A=F2 _F2 or A=M2(F2), w(C)2([n3]+1).
(2) If A=F3+uF3 , w(C)3([n6]+1)
(3) If A=F4+uF4 , w(C)2([n4]+1)
Proof. We will make use of the results proved in [Q4] on l-modular
lattices. Let 4 be such a lattice, and let %4 be its theta series. We assume
that 1+l divides 24, and set k1=24(1+l ). Let 2=(’(z) ’(lz))k 1=
q(>n1 (1&qn) >n1 (1&qln))k 1 and let % be the theta series of a
l-modular lattice of lowest dimension. We denote by k0 the weight of %,
which is respectively 4 if l=1, 2 if l=2 or l#1 mod 4, 1 if l#3 mod 4.
Then ([Q4, Theorem 7]) %4 belongs to C[2, %] (and an extremal lattice
is a lattice having the highest minimum with respect to this property).
Let C be a self-dual code of length n over A. We consider the lattice LC
defined by lifting C to the field K of Proposition 3.4. The lattice LC is then
l-modular, with the following values for the parameters k1 , k0 , k, the last
one being the weight of %L C . Moreover, we set kk1=na, which is the
number appearing in the integer part of the bound:
l k1 k0 k a
F2_F2 7 3 1 n 3
M2(F2) 3 6 1 2n 3
F3+uF3 3 6 1 n 6
F4+uF4 2 8 2 2n 4
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We set
%L C= :
[kk 1]
+=0
a+%kk0&+k 1k 0 2+= :
r0
:r qr.
Each :r is a linear combination of the a+ with +r, and ar appears with
the coefficient 1 because the term of lowest degree of 2 is q and that of %
is 1.
Let L0=( pOK)n. It is a sublattice of LC , preimage of zero by the
application sK defined in Section 3. Using the fact that w=lK , the minimal
weight w(C) of C is the smallest integer such that LC contains a vector x
not belonging to L0 of norm x } x=2w(C)p . If we set
%L 0= :
r0
;rqr
and
%L C=%L 0+ :
rw(C)p
#r qr
the highest weight is obtained if %LC is a solution of the linear system
(:i=;i for all 0i[kk1]). Since it is triangular with ones on the
diagonal, this solution is unique, denoted by
%*= :
[kk 1 ]
+=0
a+*%kk0&+k 1 k02+=%L 0+ :
r[kk1]+1
#r*qr ;
now
w(C )p([kk1]+1)  #*[kk1]+1 {0.
If ,=2%k 1 k 0, we have
:
[kk1]
+=0
a*+,+=%&kk 0 %L 0+%
&kk 0 :
r[kk 1]+1
#*rqr
which shows that, if we develop %&kk0 %L 0 in powers of ,, and set
%&kk 0%L 0=s0 bs,
s, then
#*[kk1 ]+1=&b[kk 1 ]+1 .
The Lagrange formula gives
bs=
1
s!
d s&1
dqs&1 \
d
dq
(%&kk 0 %L 0 )(q,)
s+[q=0] .
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For any ideal A of K, we denote by %A the theta series of the lattice
(A, TraceKQ(xy )). Hence %A=x # A qxx . Let P be a left ideal of K of
norm p. It exists in every case since p is either split or ramified in K, and
it is principal. We can take the ideal generated by 1+i in the quaternionic
case, - &3 and (1+- &7)2 in the others. The lattice (P, TraceKQ (xy ))
is isometric to ( pOK , 1p TraceKQ (xy )), so %L0=%
n
P . On the other hand,
%OK=% in every case except for A=M2(F2) where (OK , TraceKQ (xy )) is
the orthogonal sum of two hexagonal lattices and hence %O K=%
2, see
Remark 3.7. We obtain
bs=
1
s!
d s&1
dqs&1 \
d
dq
((%O K %P)
&n)((q2) %aO K )
s+[q=0]
=
1
s!
d s&1
dqs&1 \&n \%as&n&1O K %n&1P \%P
d%O K
dq
&%O K
d%P
dq + (q2)s++ [q=0] .
Since q2 has strictly positive coefficients, since for s=[na]+1,
as&n&10, and since %O K has positive coefficients, it is enough to show
that %n&1P (%P ((d%O K dq)&%O K(d%Pdq)) has positive coefficients up to the
index [na].
In every case, the quotient OK P has representatives of reduced norm
one, so %O K=%P+(NP&1) %1+ P , where NP=[OK :P]. Now
%n&1P \%P d%O Kdq &%O K
d%P
dq +
=(NP&1) %n&1P \%P d%1+ Pdq &%1+ P
d%P
dq +
=(NP&1) %n&1P :
x # P
y # 1+P
( yy &xx ) qxx +yy &1
=(NP&1) :
x, x 1 , ..., x n&1 # P
y # 1+P
( yy &xx ) qxx +yy +x1x 1+ } } } +x n&1x n&1&1 .
If we fix an integer r and put together the terms for which xx +yy +
x1 x1+ } } } +xn&1xn&1=r, the coefficient of qr&1 is a sum of expressions
nyy &(xx +x1x1+ } } } +xn&1xn&1)=(n+1) yy &r which is at least
n+1&r since y # 1+P is nonzero, and hence positive up to the index n
which is more than what is needed. K
Remark 5.2. The same method should prove, as in the classical cases,
that extremal codes do not exist when the dimension goes beyond a certain
value by showing that the next coefficient is negative.
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Examples 5.3. From the previous computations, we see that the codes
Cn are extremal codes in the split cases for n=2, 3, 4, 5; if A=F3+uF3 for
n=3, 6; if A=F4+uF4 for n=2, 4, 6. The corresponding lattices LC n have
minimum 4 and are extremal in the following level and dimension: in level
l=2, dimensions 16 and 24, these are the BarnesWall lattice and the
lattice named R24 in [B]; in level 3, and dimension 12, this is the Coxeter
Todd lattice, found once over Z[|] (it is the construction of [CS2]) and
once over Q3,  (it is the construction of [M1]). We find two more
extremal lattices of minimum 4 over Q3,  in dimensions 16 and 20. In
level 7, we find three such lattices in dimensions 6, 8, 10.
6. CONSTRUCTIONS OF EXTREMAL SELF-DUAL CODES
AND LATTICES
In this section, we construct extremal codes over A for small length in
the four cases (1)(4). The problem of the complete classification of these
codes of a given length can be solved by hand in small length but is better
handled using mass formulas and computer programs. Mass formulas are
settled in the case A=Fq+uFq in [G].
Next we study the lattices LC defined over the maximal orders of the
fields of Proposition 3.4. For p=2, the minimum of the lattice LC cannot
be better than 4 (Proposition 3.6). If C is an extremal code of weight
greater than 4, we try to construct a lattice of minimum w(C) as a
neighbour of LC . This is a standard technique in lattice theory going back
to Kneser which extends easily to lattices over number fields or quaternion
fields (see [B, SH]). For p=3, LC is extremal up to minimum 6.
6.1. The Case A=F2_F2
Let C be a code of length n over A. Let C1 and C2 be the two binary
codes which are the projections of C on the two components of F2_F2 .
Since C is an A-module, (1, 0)C/C, and C=C1_C2 . Moreover, it is easy
to see from the definition of the scalar product that C is self-dual if and
only if C2=C =1 . For example, the codes Cn=1_PC provide extremal
codes of weight 4 in length 3, 4, 5. We now look for codes of weight 6.
Lemma 6.1. Let C=C1_C =1 be a self-dual code over A=F2_F2 . Then
wt(C1)3
w(C )6  {wt(C =1 )3wt(C1 & C =1 )6.
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Proof. Let x be an element of C1 . Then (x, 0) is an element of C of
weight 2wt(x). If x also belongs to C =1 , then (x, x) is an element of C of
weight wt(x). Hence the conditions of the right hand side of the equiv-
alence are necessary. Conversely, since the weight of (x, y) is greater than
the Hamming weight of each component, and since C is self-dual, the first
two conditions imply that w(C)4. As an element of weight 4 can only be
of the type (x, x) with wt(x)=4, the last condition suffices to show that
w(C)6. K
Theorem 6.2. There is no extremal code of length 6 and 7 over
A=F2_F2 . There is at least one of length 8 which is C=C1_C =1 , where
C1 is the binary code of generating matrix
\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1+ .
Its weight enumerator is
WC (X, Y, Z)=X8+8X3Y4Z+4Z2(2X4Y2+5X2Y 4)
+8Z3(X5+4X3Y2+2XY4)
+2Z4(5X4+28X2Y2+2Y4)+8Z5(X3+6XY 2)
+4Z6(3X2+4Y2)+8XZ7+Z8.
Proof. Let k be the dimension of C1 . Since C =1 has weight at least 3, the
columns of a matrix of C1 should be distinct and non zero; hence k=3. If
n=6, the columns are all the elements of F32"[0] except one; we
can extend C1 to the orthogonal of the Hamming code. If n=7, it is equiv-
alent to it. In both cases, this implies that C1 & C =1 contains words of
weight 4.
The code of length 8 given in the proposition is the first of a series of
quasicyclic codes satisfying Lemma 6.1. Let D2n be the code of length 2n
with generating matrix [In | A] where A is the circulant matrix of first line
1100 } } } 0. Then it is easy to see that D2n is equivalent to its dual, that its
weight is three since any line of its matrix has weight 3 and the sum of two
lines has weight 4 or 6; moreover, D2n & D=2n is [0] if n is prime to 3 and
is of dimension 2 and weight 4n3 if 3 divides n. K
Now we look at the lengths 9, 10, where the bound for the weight is 8.
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Theorem 6.3. There is no extremal code of length 9 over A=F2_F2 .
There is at least one of length 10 which is C=C1_C =1 , where C1 is the
binary double circulant code of generating matrix
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0\0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1+ .0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
Its weight enumerator is
WC(X, Y, Z)=X10+Y10+90X4Y4Z2+30Z4(X6+6X 4Y2+X2Y4+Y6)
+30Z6(X 4+12X2Y 2+Y4)+45Z8(X2+Y2)+2Z10.
Proof. Let C1 be a code of length 9 such that C1_C =1 has weight 8.
Then both C1 and C =1 have Hamming weight at least 4. Hence we can
assume that the dimension of C1 is 4. If a generating matrix of C1 has the
shape [I4 | M], then the columns of M should be of weight 3 or 4
otherwise C =1 would contain a word of weight 3. Up to equivalence, the
only possibility is to take all of them, but C =1 still contains words of weight
3 since the all-one column decomposes as the sum of a column of weight
one and a column of weight 3.
The binary code given in the proposition is a [10, 5, 4] double circulant
code (see [MWS, Table 16.7]). It is equivalent to its dual and its inter-
section with its dual is the code 1. It is easy to check that C1_C =1 has
weight 8. K
The norm of a modular lattice of level 7 and dimension m is bounded by
2([m6]+1). While up to dimension 10 a lattice reaching this bound exists
(see Example 5.3), it is shown in [SH] that there is no lattice of minimum
6 and dimension 12 by a complete exploration of the genus. A lattice of
level 7, dimension 20, minimum 8 connected to the Mathieu group M22 is
known from [A, NP]; we rediscover it here as a neighbour of the lattice
LC constructed from the code of Proposition 6.3 (it is clearly the same
lattice from the generators given in [A]).
More precisely, let K=Q(- &7). We set :=(1+- &7)2 and have
OK=Z[:]. This element generates one of the two ideals of K above 2; we
set p=OK :. Since the all one word belongs to C, the vector e=(1, 1, ..., 1)
belongs to LC . Let LeC=[ y # LC s.t. h( y, x) # p] and let
4=LeC+OK
:2
2
e.
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Theorem 6.4. The lattice 4 has minimum 8.
Proof. From Propositions 3.6 and 6.3, the elements of LC have norm at
least 8, apart from the norm 4 elements equal to (2, 0, 0, ..., 0), up to a per-
mutation of the coordinates and a sign. These elements do not belong to
LeC ; hence the minimum of L
e
C is 8. The hermitian dual of L
e
C is (L
e
C )*=
LC+OK(:2)e; since NormKQ(z+:2)12 for all z # OK , we have
x } x5 for all x # (LeC )*. Let us show that this lattice does not contain any
vector of norm 6. Such a vector would indeed have either eight coordinates
of norm 12 and two of norm 1, or nine coordinates of norm 12 and one
of norm 32. But it is easy to check that, if z belongs to OK , then
NormKQ(z+:2)=12 if and only if z=0, &:, NormKQ(z+:2)=1 if
and only if z=&1, 1&: and that NormKQ(z+:2)=32 is impossible.
Since the code C has weight 4, a vector of LC cannot have eight coor-
dinates congruent to 0 modulo p and two coordinates congruent to 1
modulo p.
Since 4 is OK -unimodular, it is even and contained in (LeC )*, and hence
has minimum 8. K
No extremal level 7 lattice is known in dimensions 14 and 18; in dimen-
sion 16, such a lattice exists and can be constructed from the real quadratic
field Q(- 2) ([S]), but no hermitian construction is known for it. The
lattice LC constructed from the extremal code of Proposition 6.2 has no
2-neighbour of minimum 6, since any sublattice of the form LeC contains
vectors of norm 4.
6.2. The Case A=M2(F2)
Codes over M2(F2) reduce to codes over F4 in the following way: Let us
call | an element of M2(F2) of characteristic polynomial x2+x+1, for
example |=( 01
1
1) and i=(
0
1
1
0) an element of order 2 satisfying i|=| i.
Then F2 [|]&F4 and M2(F2)=F2[|]+F2[|] i. Let us call , the induced
isomorphism of F4 left vector spaces , : F4 _F4  M2(F2). The non inver-
tible elements of M2(F2) correspond through , to the pairs (a, b) with a
and b non zero. Hence , preserves the weight, if F4_F4 is endowed with
the Hamming weight wt. We extend , to n-tuples; if C is a code of length
n over M2(F2), then ,(C ) is a code of length 2n over F4 .
Lemma 6.5. The map , induces a bijection between the set of codes of
length n over M2(F2) and the set of couples (C1 , _), where C1 is a code of
length 2n over F4 and _ is a permutation of the 2n coordinates which is a
product of n disjoint transpositions satisfying _(C1 )=C1 . Self-dual codes
over M2 (F2) correspond to self-dual codes over F4 ( for the form  xi yi ).
Moreover, we have w(C )=wt(,(C )).
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Proof. If a, b belong to F2[|] then i(a+bi )=b +a i. The left multi-
plication by i induces the permutation _ of the 2n coordinates with the
prescribed properties. The reciprocal is evident.
From (a+bi)(a$+b$i)=aa $+bb $+(ab$+ba$) i, we see that C/C =
implies ,(C)/,(C )=. Reciprocally, if ,(C )=C1 , since _(C1)=C1 , we
have both C1 } C1=0 and C1 } _(C1)=0. K
Different choices of the permutation _ associated to a code over F4 may
provide nonequivalent codes over M2(F2), unless they are conjugate by an
element of the permutation group of the code.
Self-dual codes over F4 are classified up to length 16 in [CPS]. The
smallest length, where a weight 6 code exists, is length 14 (there is no
extremal code of length 12, as well as there is no extremal Z[|]-
unimodular lattice in dimension 24 by Feit’s classification [F]), and it is
an extended quadratic residue code.
This family of codes provides self-dual codes over M2(F2). If l is a prime,
l#5 mod 8 and Ql+1 is the extended quadratic residue code over F4 , then
it is preserved by the group PSl2(Fl ) acting on the projective line identified
with the l+1 coordinates, while the elements of PGl2(Fl ) of non square
determinant exchange Ql+1 and Ql+1 [AM]. Such an element has order
two if and only if its characteristic polynomial has the form T 2&a,
a  (Fl*)2, and has no eigenvector. Hence it induces a permutation which is
a product of (l+1)2 disjoint transpositions. Moreover, two such elements
of PGl2(Fl ) are conjugate by an element of PSl2(Fl ). The first examples are
the codes Q6 , Q14 , Q30 which provide extremal codes of weight 4, 6, 12.
An extremal code over A of length 8 is provided by the F4-code number
52 of [CPS] of minimal weight 6 where the existence of the permutation
_ is noticed in [CPS, 9E]. We denote this F4-code by C16 . It is tempting
to try the code S18 of [MOS1] in length 9, but a computer search has
shown the non existence of the permutation _.
Now we study the corresponding lattices over the quaternion field
ramified at 3 and  over Q. We keep the notations of Proposition 3.4 and
fix the maximal order OK=Z[|]+iZ[|] where |=(&1+j )2. The
three left ideals above 2 are p=OK(1+i ), p|, p|2.
Theorem 6.6. The lattice LC constructed from the quaternary code Q6 is
the CoxeterTodd lattice, while the lattices LC constructed from the quaternay
codes Q14 and C16 have neighbours of minimum 6 which are OK-unimodular
lattices and hence extremal lattices of level 3 and dimension respectively 28
and 32.
Proof. Since LQ6 is a OK-unimodular lattice of minimum 4, it is the
CoxeterTodd lattice (it is easy to see that the neighbouring graph over OK
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has only two vertices. See [B] for an analogous argument over the
Hurwitz order).
The codes Q14 and C16 contain the all-one word which lifts to the vector
e=(1+i, ..., 1+i ) of LC . We set
L|eC =[ y # LC s.t. h( y, |e) # p].
The only elements of norm 4 of LC are, up to a permutation of the coor-
dinates and the multiplication by a unit of OK , equal to y=(2, 0, ..., 0).
Since h( y, |e)=(1&i) |  p, this lattice has minimum 6. If :=
(1+i ) |(1+i )2, its hermitian dual is
(L|eC )*=[ y # K
n s.t. h( y, L|eC ) # OK]=LC+OK(:, ..., :).
The lattice LC has two neighbours over OK containing L|eC which are
both contained in its dual. We look at the vectors of norm 4 of
LC+OK(:, ..., :). If such a vector is not in LC , then, up to the multiplica-
tion by a unit, we can assume that it has the form Z= y+(:, ..., :) with
y # LC . If NormKQ is the norm of K, it is easy to see that, for x # OK ,
NormKQ(:&x) belongs to N2, is equal to 12 if and only if x=|, &| ,
and is equal to 1 if and only if x=0, &i, 1+2|, 1&i+2|, &| i, &|i,
&| i+1+2|, &|i+1+2|; we notice that all these elements are distinct
modulo 2.
In the case of dimension 32, the rank over K is 8 and we have
Z } Z82=4, with equality if and only if the coordinates of y are &| or
| . The image of y modulo 2 is then a word of weight 8 of C16 with zeros
at the coordinates of even index. Since this code has weight 6, two words
of weight 8 with the same support are proportional. Hence Z is unique up
to a unit and at least one of the neighbours of LC has minimum 6.
In the case of dimension 7, Z } Z=4 if and only if six of the seven coor-
dinates of y is at distance 12 from : and the remaining one is at distance
1. Again the image of y modulo 2 is a word of weight 6 or 8 which is
uniquely determined by the code Q14 . Modulo the units, we get 7 vectors
of norm 4 which are congruent modulo L|eC and hence belong to the same
neighbour. K
6.3. The Case A=Fq+uFq , q=3, 4
As described in [B, G], a code C of length n over Fq+uFq is a triple
(C1 , C2 , f ) where C1 and C2 are codes of length n over Fq such that
C1 /C2 and f : C1  Fnq (C2 is a morphism satisfying C=[x+uy | x # C1
and y # f (x)]. C1 is the image of C modulo u and C2 is given by the
elements of C annihilated by u. Moreover, C is self-dual if and only if
C2=C =1 and f is symmetric (relatively to the form  xi yi over Fq , where
x =x if q=3 and x =x2 if q=4).
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Since uC2/C, if wt is the Hamming weight over Fq and p the charac-
teristic of A, the weight of C satisfies
min(wt(C1), pwt(C2))w(C )pwt(C2)
and a suitable choice of f can make w(C ) become strictly greater than
wt(C1), as in [B]. The case f=0 is the code C=C1+uC2; for example the
codes Cn previously defined are of this form.
Theorem 6.7. Extremal self-dual codes exist over A=F3+uF3 in length
n=3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17. The corresponding lattice LC is an
extremal 3-modular lattice of dimension 2n. There is no extremal code in
length 7 and 12.
Extremal self-dual codes exist over A=F4+uF4 in length n12. The
corresponding lattice LC is an extremal 2-modular lattice of dimension 4n if
n7; if 8n12, there exists an extremal 2-modular lattice 4 deduced
from LC by at most two successive neighbourings.
Proof. We start with p=3. Extremal codes have weight 6 in length 6
to 11. The code C=1+uPC provides such a code in length 6 and 9. In
length 8, 10, 11, it is easy to find a code C1 /C =1 of dimension 2 and
weight 6 such that C =1 has weight 2. We can take respectively
C1=\10
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
2
0
1+ .
C1=\10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
2
0
1+ .
C1=\10
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
0
1
0
1+ .
Let us show that there is no extremal code in length 7. Since 7 is odd,
the dimension of C1 is at least 2, and C1 contains at least one word x of
weight 3. Let us show that C1 contains necessarily another word of weight
3 disjoint from x. Let sup(x) be the support of the word x and let px be
the projection on the complementary set of sup(x): px( y )=( yi ) i  sup(x) .
We need a morphism f such that, for all y # f (x), x+uy has weight at least
6, which means that px( y) is nonzero modulo px(C =1 ), if we go back to the
definition of w. Hence we need px(C =1 ){F
4
3 . But, the dual of px(C
=
1 ) being
the set of words of C1 disjoint from x, it is either [0] or F3x$ if C1 contains
a word x$ of weight 3 disjoint from x. Since the subcode F3x+F3 x$ has one
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zero coordinate, the dimension of C1 is at least 3; up to equivalence C1 is
generated by
1 1 1 0 0 0 0
\0 1 2 1 0 0 0+ .0 0 0 0 1 1 1
But, for the four words of weight 3 generated by the first two lines,
px(C =1 ) is of codimension 1, defined by x5+x6+x7=0, so, since f needs
to be a morphism, any choice of f will leave words of weight 3 in the
F3+uF3 code.
We know from Feit’s classification [F] that there is no code of weight
9 over A in length 12; otherwise the lattice LC would be Z[|]-unimodular
of minimum 6 and dimension 24. In [N1], Nebe has constructed a
3-modular lattice of minimum 6 in this dimension, which turns to be a non-
integral Z[|]-lattice. We will construct here extremal codes of weight 9
in length n=13, 14, 16, 17. The corresponding lattices LC are Z[|]-
unimodular and extremal of level 3 and minimum 6.
In order to guess the code C1 , we proceed has follows. If the Hamming
weight enumerators of C1 and C2=C =1 are: WC 1 (X )=A0+A3X
3+A6X 6
+ } } } +A3[n3] X3[n3] and WC 2(X)=B0+B1X+B2 X
2+ } } } +Bn Xn, the
linear conditions S=(B0=1, B1=B2=0) lead through the MacWilliams
identity ([MWS]) to three linear conditions on the A3i . Hence we can add to
S the extra conditions A0=1, A3= } } } =A3([n3]&3) which has now a unique
solution W depending on the dimension k of C1 . For each length n we take the
lowest value of k for which the coefficients of W are positive and integral and
try to construct a code C1 having such a weight enumerator. We find:
* n=13, k=4, W=1+26X9. We recognize the weight enumerator
of the dual of the Hamming code H3 of length (33&1)(3&1)=13. Since
its minimal weight is 9, the code C=H =3 +uH3 has weight 9. This con-
struction was first communicated to me by H.-G. Quebbemann.
* n=14, k=4, W=1+4X 6+60X9+16X12. The unknown code C1
has modulo \1 two words of weight 6. We will then need a nontrivial
morphism f. The same discussion as in length 7 about px(C =1 ) shows that
this implies that the two words of weight 6 have disjoint supports. Then it is not
difficult to show that, up to equivalence, the only code of weight enumerator W
with, modulo \1, two words of weight 6 with disjoint supports is
C1=\
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
2
1
0
2
0
1
0
2
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
1
1
1
0
1
2
0
0
1
2
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1+ .
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Reciprocally, since px 1 (C
=
1 ) is the parity-check code, the symmetric
morphism defined by f (1608)=06107, f (061602)=1013, and zero on the last
two lines, is such that (C1 , C =1 , f ) is a code of weight 9 over A.
* n=15, k=4, W=1+50X9+30X 12. Here the method does not
work since one can show that W is not the weight enumerator of a code.
* n=16, k=4, W=1+32X9+48X12. We easily construct a code of
weight enumerator W using the tetracode of generating matrix
T=\10
1
1
1
2
0
1+ .
We can take
C1=\T0
T
T
T
2T
0
T+ .
Since the minimal weight of C1 is 9, the code C1+uC =1 has minimum
weight 9.
* n=17, k=4, W=1+18X9+58X12+4X15. This code was obtained
by shortening an extended Reed-Solomon code of length 9 over F9 . Its
weight enumerator is equal to W :
C1=\
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
0
0
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
1
1
2
1
2
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
0
1
2
2
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
2
2
0
1
1
2
2+ .
Since the minimal weight of C1 is 9, the code C1+uC =1 has minimum
weight 9.
Now we consider the case of q=4. An extremal code over F4+uF4 has
weight 4 up to n=7. If n is even, C=1+uPC is convenient. For n=5
and 7, we can take respectively
C1=\10
1
1
1
|
1
|
0
1+ .
and the dual of the Hamming code with parameters [7, 3, 4]; then
C=C1+uC =1 has weight 4.
When the length n is greater than 7, we proceed as in characteristic 3 in
order to guess the weight enumerator W of C1 . We find
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* n=8, k=3, W=1+6X4+48X6+9X8. A code C of weight 6 with
C1 having a weight enumerator equal to W and the related 2-modular
(although not integral over the Hurwitz order) extremal lattice are con-
structed in [B].
* n=9, k=3, W=1+36X6+27X8. We can take
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
C1=\0 1 1 0 | | 0 | | + .1 0 1 | 0 | | 0 |
The code C=C1+uC =1 has weight 6. The lattice LC over the Hurwitz
order has vectors of norm 4 which are, up to a permutation of the coor-
dinates and the multiplication by a unit, equal to (2, 0, 0, ..., 0). Moreover,
since the length is odd, any vector of LC has at least one coordinate in
P=OK(1+i) the ideal above 2 in the Hurwitz quaternions. Hence any
sublattice of LC of index P contains vectors of norm 4. We construct a lat-
tice 4 such that LC LC & 4 is isomorphic to OKP_OKP, or equiv-
alently as the preimage of a self-dual code over OK 4OK , connected to the
sequence of codes C0 /C1 /C =1 /C
=
0 where C0 is the subcode of C1
generated by the first two lines. Since this lattice is the result of a computer
search, we simply give a set of generators. If we call e1 , e2 , e3 , the lines of
C1 given above, - 2 4 is generated modulo 4 by f1=e1+(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
u2w , u3| , u3|), f2=e2+(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, u3| , u2+u3|), ue3 , u2C =1 and
u3C =0 . It is OK -unimodular and has minimum 6; this last statement was
verified using PARI. The lattice - 2 4 & - 2 LC is generated modulo 4 by
uf1 , uf2 , ue3 , u2 C =1 and u
3C =0 .
* n=10, k=3, W=1+15X6+45X 8+3X10. We can take
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C1=\0 1 | | 0 0 1 | | 0+ .0 1 | | 1 | 0 0 0 |
The code C=C1+uC =1 has weight 6. Since the all-one word belongs
to C1 , the lattice LC contains e=(1, 1, ..., 1). The sublattice LeC has mini-
mum 6 and its hermitian dual is LC+P&1e. Since
min
x # OK
NormKQ((1+i)2&x)=12,
any vector z belonging to LC+P&1e but not to LC satisfies z } z102=5;
hence a neighbour of LC containing LeC is of minimum 6.
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* n=11, k=3, W=1+3X6+45X8+15X10. We can take
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
C1=\0 0 0 1 1 1 | | 1 1 1+ .0 1 | 0 1 | 0 0 0 1 |
The code C=C1+uC =1 has weight 6. We proceed as in length 9 to
construct 4, using the subcode generated by the two first lines e1 and e2
of C1 . One can take the lattice 4 generated by e1+(0, 0, &2, 0, &2, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, u3), e2+(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, u3, 0, &2, &2), ue3 , u2C =1 and u
3C =0 .
* n=12, k=4, W=1+6X 6+135X8+90X10+24X12. If we denote
by e6 a generating matrix of the hexacode,
1 0 0 1 | |
e6=\0 1 0 | 1 |+ ,0 0 1 | | 1
we can take for C1
C1=\ e61 } } } 1
e6
0 } } } 0+ .
Since this code has, modulo units, two words of weight 6 with disjoint sup-
ports, the morphism f defined by f (1606)=105105 and f (x | x)=0 for all
x # e6 is symmetric and the code defined by (C1 , C =1 , f ) has weight 8. We
can construct a lattice 4 of minimum 8 of the form LeC+P
&1y which is
2-modular; but a more elegant construction, communicated to me by
H.-G. Quebbemann, is the following: take the Leech lattice L with its struc-
ture over the Hurwitz order (see [Q1]), and take 4=[(x, y) # L_L
s.t. x#y mod PL]. Then 4 is OK -unimodular of minimum 8. The
explicit construction of the Leech lattice over the Hurwitz order, which
makes use of the e6 code, shows that 4 and LC share a sublattice of
index P2. K
Remarks 6.8. The method developed in the previous proof fails to give
an extremal code over F3+uF3 in length 18 since one can show that any
code (C1 , C =1 , f ) such that the weight enumerator polynomial of C1 equals
the candidate W has weight at most 9.
We have constructed an extremal lattice of level 3 in all dimen-
sions 262n34, except the dimension 30; such a lattice exists and is
constructed in [N2, Theorem 9.1].
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